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DRIVE WITH BUILT-IN RADIO 
RECEIVER 

Installation and operating instructions 
 

Safety guidelines 
 
 

The drive with built-in radio receiver is delivered in a condition allowing for safe 
installation and operation, provided that all guidelines herein as well as relevant 
safety and accident prevention regulations are observed. 
Only qualified and licenced personnel is allowed to install and repair electrical devices.  It is prohibited to make any changes or 
modifications to the drive with built-in radio receiver. Warranty repairs may be conducted only by the manufacturer.       Use only 
original spare parts and accessories during post-warranty repairs. Operational safety of the drive with built-in radio receiver can only 
be ensured if it is used for its intended purpose. Do not exceed limit values given in technical information. 
Additional safety regulations 
Observe relevant safety and accident prevention regulations when installing, commissioning and maintaining the controller. The 
following must be given special consideration: 

 
1. Fire safety regulations. 
2. Accident prevention regulations. 

 
 
 

 
These notes are general guidelines for the use of INEL controllers in combination with other devices. These guidelines 
must be strictly observed when installing and operating the devices. 

 
Warning - against possible damage to the controllers or 
other tangible assets if no relevant safety measures are 
taken: 

 
 Check if all screw connections are secure before installing the drive with radio receiver and setting limit switches. 

Danger - means that there is a threat to life and limb of the user if no relevant safety measures are taken: 
 

 Observe applicable safety and accident prevention regulations. 
 For INEL devices with permanent power connection to the controller, in addition to fuse protection use an isolation switch allowing for 

safe power supply disconnection (e.g. fuse cut-off switch) installed in such a way that all connections can easily be cut out. 
 Inspect power wires and cables regularly for damaged insulation and conductor continuity. 
 If any damage is identified, cut off power immediately and replace the damaged wiring. 
 Check the compatibility of the permissible voltage of the device with the local power supply before connecting. 

 
 

WARNING - IMPORTANT FOR THE SAFETY OF PERSONNEL: 
 do not allow children to play with control devices. 
 keep the remote control out of reach of children. 
 observe the moving roller blind and keep people away until it fully opens or closes. 
 the users of the roller blind must be instructed in its operation and existing risks related to its usage. Persons are deemed to have 

been trained if the employer, administrator or owner allowed them to use the roller blind and instructed them in its operation. 
 

BASIC GUIDELINES 

GENERAL NOTES ON RISKS AND SAFETY MEASURES 
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 
 
Safety regulations 
 Only persons with appropriate authorisation may install the drive. 
 The weight of the roller blind may not exceed the maximum load of the drive specified in the selection table. 
 Routing the cable properly (loop aimed downwards) will protect the drive against any  

water damage. 
 Do not drill holes in motor housing. 
 Protect the motor against contact with any liquids. 
 Avoid crushing and impacting the motor, protect the motor against shock. 
 Do not connect more than one on/off switch to a single motor.  

 Do not connect more than one motor to a single on/off switch. 

 

 
Motor installation 

 Fix the mounting bracket (A) to the side of the roller blind cassette  
 Connect the adapter (D) to the thrust ring of the motor (C) 
 Place the driver (E) on the motor axis, secure it with a pin (F)  
 Slide the entire motor to the roller tube (G) of appropriate length 
 Secure the driver to the roller tube with screws or rivets (H) 
 Install the roller tube with the motor in the roller blind cassette 
 
 
 
 

 
 
WARNING: The motor is fitted with an internal thermal cut-out which allows the roller blind to work continuously for ca. 4 min. After this time the 
temperature inside the motor will exceed the permissible value, which will cause power cut-out. Subsequent vertical movement of the roller blind 
will only be possible after the motor cools down (it can take up to twenty minutes). Using this cut-out greatly increases the life of the drive. 
 

Electrical connections 
 

 
 
  
 
 

DISCONNECT POWER SUPPLY BEFORE MAKING ANY 
CONNECTIONS! 

 
 
 

Improper roller blind installation will cause the motor to stop 
unexpectedly. 

 
 
 
Limit switch adjustment 
In order to set limit positions for the roller blind you must adjust the electromechanical limit switches. This is performed with knobs located in the 
motor head. The arrows placed next to the knobs mark the motor direction and the adjustment screw for that direction. If the roller blind is located on 
the other side of the motor in relation to the installer (normal situation), then the knob marked  (up arrow) adjusts the lower position of the roller 
blind,  
and the knob marked  (down arrow) adjusts the upper position of the roller blind. Rotating the knob towards {+} will increase movement range 
towards that direction, whereas rotating it towards {-} will decrease the range. 
 

N - neutral 

PE - protective 

L - 

brown 

yellow-green 

black 

– not used 

blue 
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Setting lower position: 
1. Start the roller blind movement towards the closing direction and wait until it stops at the factory set  
limit position. If the roller blind does not stop before reaching the lower  
limit position, stop the drive, raise the roller blind, rotate the knob marked  
a few dozen times towards {-} and try again from the beginning. In extreme cases you might need to do this several times. 
2. Rotate the knob (marked with the  arrow) towards {+} to achieve the desired position of the roller blind. 
3. If the desired position is exceeded, raise the roller blind, rotate the knob several times towards {-} and repeat the procedure starting from the first 
stage. 
 
Setting upper position:  
1. Start the roller blind movement towards the opening direction and wait until it stops at the factory set limit position. If the roller blind does not 
stop before reaching the upper limit position, stop the drive, lower the roller blind, rotate the knob marked  a few dozen times towards {-} and try 
again from the beginning. In extreme cases you might need to do this several times. 
2. Rotate the knob (marked with the arrow) towards {+} to achieve the desired position of the roller blind. 
3. If the desired position is exceeded, lower the roller blind, rotate the knob several times towards {-} and repeat the procedure starting from the first 
stage. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE ROLLER BLIND CONTROL SYSTEM 
The radio controlled drives from series: YYGL35R, YYGL45R, YYGL45MR, GM35R, GM45R, GM45MR work with the following 
remote controls: PIL-02/04XB, PIL-01PT, PIL- 01/04NS, PIL-01/05/09/19DL, PIL-01/05/09/19PM, PIL-19/99PMT. Radio 
controlled obstacle detection drive series YYGL35RE/YYGL45RE works with the following remote controls: PIL-01PT, PIL-
01/04NS, PIL-01/05/09/19DL, PIL-01/05/09/19PM, PIL-19/99PMT. The programming of the drives allows for the creation of a 
flexible roller blind control system. The roller blinds can be raised or lowered individually or in various groups - or you can control all 
present within the premises at once with a single command. The PIL-19/99PMT remote control allows for the programming of all 
roller blinds within the premises, they will automatically operate at the programmed time and day of the week. 

The above figure shows an example installation consisting of 10 drives grouped in several rooms and a 
PIL-99PMT remote control. The key feature of this solution is the ability to register individual channels in the 
remote to radio-controlled drives. 
You can register up to 15 channels of a single or multiple remotes to one drive. By registering 
remote control channel numbers to individual drives shown in the figure, you will able to control 
individual roller blinds, as well as entire groups of them. Thus, in the living room we programmed 
remote channel 1 to every drive. This way channel 1 will lower or raise all roller blinds in the 
living room. Every drive which is assigned a channel from a multi-channel remote control will also 
operate with channel 00 of that remote. In the next room we assigned channel 2 to all drives. A 
command from channel 2 will open or close all roller blinds in this room. This way we get two 
groups: channel 1 - living room and channel 2 - the second room. Channel 00 will allow for the 
opening or closing of all roller blinds both in the living room and in the second room. For 
consistency, we recommend assigning individual numbers to drives under the following principle: 
if the group number is assigned to channel 1, then the controllers in this room will have numbers 
1x assigned to them. It is easy to remember that if the living room has channel 1 assigned for group 
control, then channels 11, 12, 13 etc. will control individual roller blinds. If you do the same with 
other roller blinds in the remaining rooms, you will get a clear and convenient system for 
controlling roller blinds within the premises. 

REGISTERING REMOTE CONTROLS 
 

Controlling the drive with a channel from a remote control is possible after registering that 
channel for the given drive. 
Our drives allow for two methods of entering the programming mode: 
1. Each time after connecting to mains, each drive will enter the programming mode for 10 

seconds. 
2. The other option is to enter the registration mode with a previously registered remote control. 

After the motor is received from the manufacturer or if the previous remote control is lost, a new remote can be registered as follows: 

Turn on the remote control and select the channel you wish to register. 
Connect the drive to the mains: 230 VAC. Within 10 seconds from connecting the mains: 
- press the ▲ and ▼ buttons at the same time for remotes: PIL-01/04NS, PIL-01/05/09/19DL, PIL-01/05/09/19PM, PIL-19/99PMT or 
- press the "1" and "2" buttons at the same time for remote PIL-02XB or 
- press the "C” and "D" buttons at the same time for remote PIL-04XB or 
- press the Programming button for remote PIL-01PT 
The drive will make an up and down movement. Within the next 10 seconds register the channel: 
- for remotes PIL-01/04NS, PIL-01/05/09/19DL, PIL-01/05/09/19PM, PIL-19/99PMT press the ▲ button for the channel you wish to 

register, 
- for remotes PIL-02XB, PIL-04XB press the button of the channel you wish to register, 
- for remote PIL-01PT press the connected blind switch 

The registration will be confirmed by a short up-down movement. 
WARNING: The procedure will erase all previously registered channels from the memory. This will allow to register a remote control with a 
drive without another registered remote control (new drive or lost/stolen remote). 

WARNING: In order to be able to easily change channel numbers for any controller in the future, each of them should have been 
assigned an individual channel number. This way you will be able to program it without disconnecting power from other drives. 

If a remote control has already been registered, subsequent channels of the same or another remote must be registered without disconnecting from 
the mains. Switch the drive into programming mode with a previously registered remote control. 

 To do this, for remotes PIL-01/04NS, PIL-01/05/09/19DL, PIL-01/05/09/19PM, PIL-
19/99PMT press the ▲ and ▼ buttons at the same time. The roller will move up 
and down and then make a series of short up and down movements (in the number 
equal to the number of programmed channels). The drive will remain in 
programming mode for the next 10 seconds. During that time, in order to register a 
new channel of the same or another remote, select the desired channel on the remote and 

Group 1 
SALON 

Group 2 

Group 3 Group 4 
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press the ▲ button (for remotes PIL-01/04NS, PIL-01/05/09/19DL, PIL-
01/05/09/19PM, PIL-19/99PMT). 

 For remote PIL-02XB press the "1" and "2" buttons at the same time, and for remote PIL-04XB press the "C" and "D" buttons at the same 
time. The roller blind will move up and down. Then press an already registered button on that remote. The roller will move up and down again 
and then make a series of short up and down movements (in the number equal to the number of programmed channels). The drive will remain 
in programming mode for the next 10 seconds. During that time, in order to register a new channel of the same or another remote, press the 
desired channel (button) on the remote (for remote PIL-02XB/PIL-04XB). 

This way you can register any channel to any drive, but only if you have a previously registered remote control. WARNING: 
After power supply interruption, the drive will be ready for operation after ca. 10 seconds. 
CHANGING ROLLER BLIND MOVEMENT DIRECTION: (for remotes: PIL-01/04NS, PIL-01/05/09/19DL, PIL-01/05/09/19PM, PIL-19/99PMT) 

 

If you need to invert the movement of the roller blind (roller blind movement direction does not match the directions on the remote control), 
you must enter programming mode by pressing the ▲ and ▼ button (with a previously registered remote) and then press the STOP button on 

the same remote control. 

Warning - for safety reasons and due to the possibility of damaging the device with static electricity, motor 
programming and registered code deletion should be performed on a workbench with appropriate safety and protective 
measures against electric shock and static electricity. 
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Detailed operating instructions are attached to the remote control. 
The PIL-05/09/19PM remote has five buttons: 

ü ▲ "up" button ü ■ 
"stop" button ü ▼ 
"down" button 
ü ► "right" button 
ü ◄ "left" button 

STARTING ROLLER BLINDS 
To start the given drive, press the ▲ "up" button (to open) or the ▼ "down" button (to close). You can stop the drive 
by pressing the ■ "stop" button at any time. After approximately 15 seconds of inactivity (no button pressed) the 
remote will switch into "standby" mode (low battery power consumption). The remote is in "standby" mode as 
standard, pressing any directional button will wake it and prepare it to work (it will display channel number, but no 
other operation will be performed). The command will only be executed after pressing the button the second time. 

STARTING SHUTTERS 
To switch into the shutter mode (positioning fins) press and hold the ◄ "left" button or the ► "right" button for approx. 3 seconds 
- 3 horizontal lines will appear over channel number. To turn fins press the ▲ "up" or ▼ "down" button. Returning to normal 
operation mode is done similarly - press and hold the ◄ "left" or ► "right" button for approx. 3 s. 

 

Detailed operating instructions are attached to the remote control. 
The PIL-05DL remote has five buttons: 

ü ▲ "up" button ü
 ■ "stop" button ü
 ▼ "down" 
button ü + "plus" 
button ü - "minus" 
button 

STARTING ROLLER BLINDS 
To start the given drive, press the ▲ "up" button (to open) or the ▼ "down" button (to close). You can stop the drive 
by pressing the ■ "stop" button at any time. After approximately 15 seconds of inactivity (no button pressed) the 
remote will switch into "standby" mode (low battery power consumption). The remote is in "standby" mode as 
standard, pressing any directional button will wake it and prepare it to work (it will display channel number, but no 
other operation will be performed). The command will only be executed after pressing the button the second time. 

STARTING SHUTTERS 
To switch into the shutter mode (positioning fins) press and hold the - "minus" button or the + "plus" button for approx. 3 seconds - the channel 
number will start flashing. To turn fins press the ▲ "up" or ▼ "down" button. Returning to normal operation mode is done similarly - press and hold 
the - "minus" or + "plus" button for approx. 3 s. 

 

Detailed operating instructions are attached to the remote control. 
The PIL-09/19DL remote has five buttons: 

ü ▲ "up" button ü
 ■ "stop" button ü
 ▼ "down" 
button ü + "plus" 
button ü - "minus" 
button 

 
 
WARNING!!! 
Detailed operating instructions are attached to the remote control. 

 PIL-19PMT - 19-channel remote with graphic display, with the option to enter names (e.g. living room, 
sleeping room etc.) and timed programmes; 

 
 PIL-99PMT - 99-channel remote with graphic display, with the option to enter names (e.g. living room, 

sleeping room etc.) and timed programmes; 
 
The remote control is in standby (battery saving) mode, in order to wake it, press any directional button. 

PIL – 19/99PMT 

PIL – 01/05/09/19PM 

PIL – 01/05DL 

PIL – 09/19DL 
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STARTING ROLLER BLINDS 
To start the given drive, press the ▲ "up" button (to open) or the ▼ "down" button (to close). You can stop the drive 
by pressing the ■ "stop" button at any time. After approximately 15 seconds of inactivity (no button pressed) the 
remote will switch into "standby" mode (low battery power consumption). The remote is in "standby" mode as 
standard, pressing any directional button will wake it and prepare it to work (it will display channel number, but no 
other operation will be performed), the command will only be executed after pressing the button the second time. 
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STARTING SHUTTERS 
To switch into the shutter mode (positioning fins) press and hold the "-" "minus" button or the "+" "plus"; button for approx. 3 seconds - 3 
horizontal lines will appear over channel number. To turn fins press the ▲ "up" or ▼ "down" button. Returning to normal operation mode is done 
similarly - press and hold the "-" "minus" or "+" "plus" button for approx. 3 s. 

 

Detailed operating instructions are attached to the 

remote control. The remote control is available in 

two versions: 

 PIL-01NS – one-channel remote control with a single diode and three touch panels 
§ ▲ "up" 
§ -- "stop" 
§ ▼ "down" 

STARTING ROLLER BLINDS 
To start the given drive, press and release the "up" touch panel (to open) or the "down" touch panel (to close). 
You can stop the drive by pressing the "stop" button at any time. 
Touching and releasing one of the touch panels: "up", "down" and "stop" will send an appropriate 
command, which will be signalled by a diode lighting up. 

STARTING SHUTTERS 
To switch into the shutter mode (positioning fins) press and hold the "stop" panel and at the same time press and release the directional 
"up" or "down" panels. 

 
 PIL-04NS – four-channel remote control with four diodes and four touch panels, 

§ ▲ "up" 
§ -- "stop" 
§ ▼ "down" 
§ ═ "channel change" 

STARTING ROLLER BLINDS: 
To start the given drive, select the appropriate channel by pressing and releasing the "channel change" 
touch panel, and then press and release the "up" touch panel (to open) or the "down" touch panel (to close). 
You can stop the drive by touching the "stop" panel at any time. 
The remote is in "standby" mode as standard, touching any panel: "up", "down", "stop" or "channel change" will wake it and 
prepare it to work (diode will light up); no other operation will be performed by the remote control at this point, the command will 
only be executed after pressing the button the second time. 

STARTING SHUTTERS 
To switch into the shutter mode (positioning fins) press and hold the "stop" panel and at the same time press and release the directional 
"up" or "down" panel. 

 
 

This is a single channel, flush-mounted remote control working 
with ST-01R and ST-01RL controllers and drives with built-in radio 
receives (marked "R"). Flush-mounted in wall box 
The PIL-01PT remote is powered with a CR-2032 battery and fitted with a connector for any blind switch. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

PIL-02XB, PIL-04XB 
 PIL-02XB – two-channel remote control with protective case 
 PIL-04XB – four-channel remote control with protective case 

STARTING ROLLER BLINDS 
To start the given drive, press the button of the channel assigned to 
the given device. You can stop the drive by pressing the button the second time. The 
remote control operates in a loop: up - stop - down - stop. 

PIL -01/04NS 

PIL – 01PT 
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